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the candy shop war characters gradesaver - the the candy shop war community note includes chapter by chapter
summary and analysis character list theme list historical context author biography and quizzes written by community
members like you, who are the characters of the candy shop war by brandon mull - the candy shop war by brandon
mull main characters are summer pigeon paul trevor and nate they are bulled by kyle and eric the 6th graders and visit the
candy shop owned by ms white, candy shop war wiki fandom powered by wikia - welcome to the candy shop war wiki
welcome to the wiki under construction summary when fifth graders nate summer trevor and pigeon meet the owner of the
new candy store in town and are given a magical candy that endows them with super powers they find that along with its
benefits there are also dangerous consequences testing, the candy shop war wikipedia - the candy shop war is a children
s fantasy novel written by american author brandon mull it was published by shadow mountain publishing on september 11
2007 the story follows a boy named nate and his friends who become the recipients of magical candy from magicians
seeking a powerful treasure, the candy shop war goodreads - this book is taken place mostly at the candy shop it wouldn
t be the same if it was taken place at the candy shop the main character is nate he was a new boy that had just moved in he
meets 3 new friends summer trevor and pigeon and of course mrs white the owner of the candy shop sweet tooth summary
this book starts off with nate, the candy shop war all the tropes wiki fandom powered - the candy shop war is a children
s young adult fantasy novel by brandon mull who also wrote fablehaven if you re familiar with the latter you probably know
what you re in for here but if not quirky genre savvy young at heart s urban fantasy with lively dialogue and a striking amount
of, the candy shop war literature tv tropes - literature the candy shop war bound and gagged happens to quite a lot of
poeple later in the book both hero and villain kid and adult as in it happens to both good adult characters and bad ones the
kid heroes and the bullies yup brick joke in the very first chapter john complains about needing a better job, candy shop
war brandon mull - the candy shop war imagine what your pet would say four young friends nate summer trevor and
pigeon are befriended by belinda white the owner of a new candy shop on main street however the gray haired
grandmotherly mrs white is not an ordinary candy maker her confections have magical side effects
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